WHITMORE PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL
HISTORY OVERVIEW

Whitmore Park Primary School.
History Intent.
At Whitmore Park, our history curriculum has been designed and constructed to ignite curiosity and fascination of this subject. It enables our children to be enriched with
both procedural and declarative knowledge alongside developing skills in each topic. The powerful knowledge and skills that our pupils acquire ensure that they have
cultural capital and become educated citizens of the world. It allows our pupils to become competent within a wide range of skills and to gain and deepen their knowledge
and understanding of historical concepts on a local level, tailoring to our community and learning about and taking pride in Coventry’s heritage. This is the foundation of
our curriculum which then leads onto a national and international level. In order to inspire our pupils, we have built our history curriculum around our main school-drivers
to tailor it to our individual needs. These drivers ensure that children have ample opportunities to integrate reading into humanities; that our curriculum is very vocabularydriven and enriched with tiered historical vocabulary and key terms throughout; to further develop cultural capital and gain first-hand experiences during school visits and
trips and encourage and provide guidance to pupils on how to develop their own humanities learning outside of the school setting. As well as reading, our children develop
writing skills throughout history. They are given opportunities to apply writing skills with a history topic focus. We also incorporate cross-curricular links which include
SMSC, to allow our pupils to develop tolerance, understanding and empathy towards people, cultures, the environment and celebrate diversity - a crucial skillset within our
school community. Our curriculum is designed to develop understanding of British culture and that of the wider world and how this has evolved to what it is today in
celebrating Coventry as City of Culture 2021.

Whitmore Park Primary School
History implementation.
To ensure our pupils receive a high quality history education, our history topics are taught in units which are carefully sequenced to aid progression. Forming
a foundation to history in early years, this is then built upon throughout each year to ensure they have an in-depth and secure knowledge and understanding
of history by the time they reach the end of Key Stage 2, resulting in acquisition of cultural capital and becoming worldly, educated citizens of the world. Our
progressive approach adheres to both the national curriculum as well as implementing the needs of our children. As part of our history curriculum, children
develop rich historical knowledge about their own locality and where they live which deepens throughout KS1 and into KS2. We build upon this to establish
not only a rich understanding of local history but appreciate and deepen understanding of national and international history. By infusing key historical
concepts, strands and themes, we are able to broaden children’s history knowledge and understanding.
Retrieval practise is planned into each sequence of lessons to embed key learning, enabling children to remember more. Key concepts and themes are taught
in lessons and then re-visited within the topic, as well as revisited in other topics taught in different year groups. Knowledge organisers are used to recall
critical knowledge. We also embed the key historical terms and vocabulary. New vocabulary is introduced which is revisited and built upon as they move up
the school. All teachers have knowledge of the key terms that they need to teach as well as the pupils’ previous knowledge of the terms. The key vocabulary
is also found on the knowledge organisers.
To aid curiosity, we have developed an enquiry based curriculum. We believe by posing questions, this develops their historical enquiry by turning their
learning into a process of investigation alongside learning the key facts. We start each topic with a ‘wow’ morning to hook the children in and develop
mystery to what they will be learning. This excites pupils and promotes enthusiasm to learn. During the planning of each topic, a trip or a visitor will be
incorporated to provide our pupils with real life experiences and also encourage outdoor lessons and activities. This also develops powerful knowledge to
ensure our children have cultural capital and will create fun, exciting, memorable learning experiences which will develop the key knowledge as part of the
learning sequence. For example, a Year 3 trip to where there is evidence of early humans living in caves will enhance their learning and understanding about
early humans and how they lived. Seeing it for themselves is exciting but also a great learning experience. Cross-curricular links are also incorporated into the
planning. As one of our school drivers is reading, reading opportunities and vocabulary –rich lessons are given to enable children to access reading within
history lessons and read quality texts about the topic outside of the history lesson. For example, children who study the Ancient Greeks will read information
about the Greeks within lessons but also have access to Greek myths outside of the history lesson with a class novel or in English lessons. Alongside this,
children will be given writing opportunities to develop their writing skills along with history and to apply history knowledge and vocabulary they have learnt.
At Whitmore Park, we also encourage children to take some responsibility for their own learning. With guidance from the class teacher, pupils have the
opportunity to extend their knowledge by completing optional home-learning which has cross-curricular links and ideas of places to visit to enhance their
education. For example, in Year 2, they might write a diary entry in the style of Samuel Pepys or visit the Monument in London.

Whitmore Park Primary School.
History Impact .
Through our carefully structured history curriculum and high quality first teaching, we will see the impact of the subject in different ways.
Children will be enthusiastic learners and keen to take their learning of history further by completing homework and working
independently. Staff will be confident in teaching history which will be monitored and evidenced in staff voices.
Our books will show high quality learning; progress being made across year groups and children taking pride in their work. To show
progress, there will be evidence of the different topics taught with a wide range of content and coverage, for example: local history, such as
transport and the Coventry Blitz; national history, such as the Great Fire of London and international history where there will be learning
about ancient civilisations around the world. There will be evidence in books of history skills being taught and developed such as use of
sources and historical enquiry. Key vocabulary will be learnt by children and they will be able to recall key terms and explain them. They will
be applied in books, be evident through questioning and pupil voice.
The impact of our cross-curricular links and our school drivers will raise attainment in reading and writing and will enable pupils to become
more independent learners. Evidence of reading, writing and the use of vocabulary in lessons will be seen in teachers’ planning, during
lessons and in the children’s books. It will also be evident in conversations and questioning of pupils.
The use of assessment will play a key role in the impact of our history curriculum. Teachers will use on-going, formative assessment to
inform lessons and the end of unit summative assessment. Evidence of key knowledge and history skills will be evident in questioning within
lessons and in children’s books. The books will be marked each lesson to give purposeful feedback to the pupils. Midway through each
topic, teachers will complete an assessment to inform the teacher of attainment. This will be done by the use of quizzes or mind maps, for
example, to show that key learning has been retained. Children will be assessed against the critical knowledge for each topic as detailed on
medium term plans and knowledge organisers. A summative assessment will take place at the end of each unit. Pupils will be assessed by
the retainment of key knowledge of that topic. Children will be given key questions to answer based on the key knowledge. This will be
recorded and then shared with humanities lead. The assessment of history skills will be based on the formative assessment of the teacher.
Teachers will record results on DCPRO at the end of each academic year based on the midway and end of topic assessments.

Whole School History Overview
Historical Abstract Terms which run through our curriculum.
Empire (expansions and dissolution), civilisation (and the nature), monarch, power, economics, military, transport,
religion, interpretations (how do we know this happened).
Concepts
Chronology

Change and continuity

Handling evidence

Vocabulary

Year Group

Cause and
Consequence
Interpretations

Historical significance

Topics

Transport
Changes within living memory
Year 1

Similarities and
differences
Enquiry

Locality – makes us who we are.
transport
Economics – significant change to Coventry.
Interpretations – eg museums decide/film makers

Queen Victoria/
Victorians in London England
Monarch – what is it?

Economics – rich/poor
British Empire / power/
military?
Transport
Interpretations – contrast to previous unit.

Significant People:
Florence Nightingale and Edith Cavell.
Mary Seacole?

British empire
Military
Economics
Build on Victorians

Interpretations – continue from Victorians

Great Fire of London.
The Queen Elizabeth ll
Beyond living memory.
Compare to aspects of Victorian life
Expand historical knowledge from Coventry to
Significant person
London – already visited with QV.
Compare to live in Victorians
Role of taxes – economic
London – where Queen Victoria lived.
Monarch
Power
Compare locality to nationally – the capital London.
Link British empire to commonwealth
Transport – a horse
Monarch – when identifying when 1666 is.
Power
Interpretations – contrast to living within living
Interpretations – contrast to living with and beyond
Interpretations
memory.
memory.
Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
Changes in Britain Stone Age to Iron Age
London got its name from Romans. Londinium.
Economics – trade
Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
Empire – build on British empire previously learned.
Transport
Military/ weaponry – compare to Stone age
Military and weaponry
The impact from the Fall of western Roman empire
Power
Religion (Stonehenge)
Military – contrast.
Compare religion
Power - Invaders vs settlers
Fall of empire
Interpretations.
Interpretations.
Economics
Interpretations.
The achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when
The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time
the first civilizations appeared and a depth study of one of the following:
of Edward the Confessor.
Ancient Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The Shang Dynasty of Ancient
China Egyptians
Power – military - Invaders vs settlers- link to Saxons and Romans.
Civilisations – what is one? Why did one happen here?
Economics – invaded wealthy towns
Compare to an empire…
Transport
Power
Compare religion to Roman and others.
The Nile and development of farming/writing/transport etc.
Compare Viking rule with empire – the differences within.
Economics
Interpretations – misconceptions about Vikings. Eg horns.
Religion
Interpretations (Howard Carter)
A local history study – locality
Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence
Coventry Blitz WW2
on the western world
Deeper and enriched local historical knowledge.
Civilisation – link to Y4 learning of ancient civilisations
Locality –compare to London Blitz.
Empire/civilisations – colonies. (Athens empire)
Royal visit – link to learning about monarch
Military/weaponry/power – compare to Romans/Roman Britain
Power/military
Religion compare to previous learning (Romans/Egyptians).
Economics
Transport
Transport – any link to Y1 topic
Interpretations
Interpretations

Significant historical events, people and places in
their own locality: Lady Godiva
Locality
Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history: Mayans
Civilisations – compare with Egypt and Greece. Contrast to empire.
Religion compare Romans/Greeks/Egyptians/modern day
Development of a civilisation eg farming/writing – link to Egyptians in Y4.
Compare how and why a civilisation can start – similarities in Egypt.
Power /military
Interpretations – Frederick Catherwood compared to Howard Carter.

A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge beyond 1066 Crime and Punishment Throughout
History.
Link to Romans, Saxons, Victorians previously learned about.
Transport links with punishment of transportation to Australia. Looking at
Tudor punishment and the power of the monarch to give punishments.
Economics – cause for crime.
Interpretations

KS1 Learning
The following is the layout of the skills progression in Key Stage 1. These skills are sequentially ordered/differentiated by complexity. By the end of Year 1, the vast majority
of children will have acquired skill 1 and most having acquired skill 2. By the end of Year 2, the vast majority of children will have acquired skill 2 and most will have acquired
skill 3 before moving up to Key Stage 2.
Key Concepts

Skills for Key Stage 1

Chronological Knowledge and understanding.
(including characteristic features of periods)

1.
2.
3.

Understand the passing of time (relevant to theme eg yesterday, today)
Use words such as ‘a long time ago, before I was born’.
Use words and phrases in context that help to compare (objects or events)
1. Use past and present to place objects, people and events.
2. Justify my choices for placing information on a timeline.

3. Use dates and periods of time to place information accurately on a timeline.

Historical enquiry – using evidence/communicating ideas

Interpretations of history

1. Identify similarities and differences.
2. Explain the differences and similarities.
3. Suggest reasons for the differences and similarities.
1. Use observations/ taught facts to answer questions.
2. To choose relevant facts/sources to prove knowledge
3. Use directed research to answer questions
1. To ask a relevant question (about the topic)
2. Ask questions to seek precise information ( I know this, so why...?)
3. Use knowledge to ask a question to develop understanding.
1. Name different sources (what is this? It is a picture)
2. Understand what the different sources can teach us (this person experienced it but this
picture was an interpretation after the event)
3. To make comparisons between the sources (why are these 2 pictures different?)
1. Name different sources (what is this? It is a picture)
2. Understand what the different sources can teach us (this person experienced it but this
picture was an interpretation after the event)
3. Use the information (source) to demonstrate understanding of the key concept.
(change/significance/similarity/difference)

Continuity and change in and between periods.

Cause and consequence.

Similarity/difference within a period/situation.

Significance of events/people.

Powerful, Sticky Knowledge

1. Identify similarities and differences.
2. Explain the differences and similarities.
3. Suggest reasons for the differences and similarities.
1. To identify the significance of a person/event
2. Explain why the event/person was significant.
3. Explain the impact it had.
1. Identify the event/belief
2. Describe the event/belief
3. Explain why it is significant.
1. Discuss the significance of a certain person
2. Understand why they are important
3. Explain the impact that person had on … eg nursing

Year 1
Transport
Know that the cars their grandparents owned and used were different to cars today.
Order and sort transport by age.
Know what a number an older of object were used for.
Know how bikes and cars changed Coventry.
Now the main differences between transport now and that of their grandparents.

Queen Victoria
Children had to pay to go to school.
Poor people who could not afford their house had to live in the work house.
Poor children had to go to work.
Queen Victoria was the monarch during Victorian times. Her reign was 1837 to 1901.

Significant People
?
Year 2
Lady Godiva
Know that Lady Godiva is a famous person in my local area.
Know how life was different a long time ago (taxes, way people lived)
Know about the life of Lady Godiva.
Know about an event that happened a long time ago (the legend of Lady Godiva)

Know how Coventry is different to the way it used to be.

Great Fire of London
Know that Samuel Pepys recorded information from the Great Fire that can be used as a reliable source
Know how life was different a long time ago (how houses were built, the way people lived)
Know about how events from the past were documented
Know about an event that happened a long time ago (the Great Fire of London)
Know how London is different to the way it used to be.
Queen Elizabeth II
?

KS2 Learning
The following is the layout of the skills progression in Key Stage 2. These skills are sequentially ordered/differentiated by complexity. In Year 3, the vast majority of children
will have acquired skill 1 and some pupils will have developed skill 2. By the end of Year 4, most pupils will have developed skill 2. During Year 5, these will be revisited but
developing skill 3 and by the end of Year 6, these skills will be revisited and taught in greater depth.
KS2 learning
Key Concepts
Chronological Knowledge and understanding.
(including characteristic features of periods)

Skills
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Use dates and periods of time to place information accurately on a timeline.
To reflect the length of time between events accurately
To represent information as a layered timeline for comparison
To use specific dates to support facts within a period studied
To use language to support a passing of and anchoring of time
Passing: decades later, centuries before / past, Over 1000 of change

3.
1.
2.
3.
Historical enquiry – using evidence/communicating
ideas

1.
2.
3.

Interpretations of history

Continuity and change in and between periods

Cause and consequence

Similarity/difference within a period/situation

Anchoring of time: Roman Era, Shortly after the Viking invasion of Lindisfarne
To be able to narrate forwards and backwards over time to present contrasting arguments /
information ( stone age to Victorians)
Identify similarities in ways of living / behaviours across a period of time (The Egyptians)
Identify contrasts in ways of living / behaviours across a period of time (The Egyptians)
Identify trends over wider periods of time (e.g. trends of burial rituals from Egyptians to the Anglo
Saxons)
Ask questions to seek out specific information. (KS2) e.g questions with a narrow focus e.g. What was
it like growing up in the war?
Ask questions to clarify and extend subject knowledge. (KS2) e.g Now I know this, what other
questions do I need to ask to learn to understand it better?
Ask questions regarding change, cause, similarity and difference and significance. e.g Ask analysis
questions (Blooms) to explore the focus.

1. Choose appropriate resources to give specific information.
2. Combine resources to represent historical information.
3. Recognise that some sources can be more appropriate than others when representing particular
information.
4. Question the reliability of a source.
1. Select relevant historical information.
2. Organise my knowledge and understanding effectively to communicate to an audience.
3.
1. To use historical terms, dates, facts accurately
2. To present information in a variety of ways (pictures, charts, data, text)
3. To justify the choice of communication of information. Make links to understanding of sources to
support answers.
1. Identify how an event has been recorded differently
2. Explain why the same event could have different representations
3. Know and explain how beliefs change the way an event is recorded
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Identify the key features that make an event or person significant.
Apply my knowledge to explain the changes and cause of a significant event in history.
Relate and discuss the impact of significant events or people in history.
Identify the key features that make an event or situation significant.
Apply my knowledge to explain the changes and cause of a significant event in history.

1. Recall knowledge of two different themes/events/periods

2. To identify similarities and differences between two themes/events/periods *delete as appropriate
Significance of events/people

1. Recall knowledge of two different events/significant people *
2. To identify similarities and differences between two /events/significant people *delete as
appropriate

Powerful, Sticky Knowledge
Year 3
Changes in Britain Stone Age to Iron Age
The Stone Age period is said to have started around 3 million years ago.
The Stone Age was followed by the Bronze Age period. This is when humans started to use metal
The Bronze Age was followed by the Iron Age when tools and weapons became more advanced
During the Stone Age people gathered food by hunting wild animals and birds, fishing, and collecting fruits and nuts.
Towards end of the Stone Age, the humans formed settled communities, and domesticated plants and animals for the first time in history.
Cave paintings, Skara Brae and Stonehenge provide evidence for how people lived in each of these 3 periods of time.

Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
Julius Caesar was probably the best known Roman leader. He extended the empire by invading other lands.
Romans used to eat food like dormice dipped in honey.
Romans occasionally used a spoon, but they would never use a knife and fork. Rich Romans liked to eat exotic food, such as stork, roast parrot and even flamingo!
When the Romans came to Britain they helped us by creating roads; a written language (which was Latin); introducing coins and even introducing rabbits to our country.

Boudicca was a queen of the British Celtic Iceni Tribe who led an uprising against the occupying forces of the Roman Empire.
A legend tells that Rome was created by two brothers, Romulus and Remus who were abandoned after they were born.

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
?
Year 4
Ancient Egypt
Cleopatra was the last pharaoh of Egypt before the Romans took over.
Ancient Egypt existed 3000 years ago and key features include the River Nile, the Rosetta Stone and Egyptian gods.
Tutankhamen was known as the boy king, famous because his tomb was found in 1922.
The Egyptians were the first civilization to invent writing.

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the Confessor.
Not all Vikings were warriors. Many came in peace and become farmers.
No Vikings wore horns in their helmets.
Vikings spoke Norse, which had an alphabet made up of runes.
Longships were designed to sail in both deep and shallow water so that they could get close to the shore and sail in rivers to get inland.
The most important Viking British city was York, or Jorvik as it was known by the Vikings.
The lands that the Vikings occupied were known as Danelaw.
Vikings were pagans and often raided monasteries, looting gold.
Year 5

A local history study – locality. Coventry Blitz WW2
World War 2 was a battle between two groups of countries – the ‘Allies’ and the ‘Axis’. The major Allied powers were Britain, France, Russia, China and the United States.
The major Axis powers were Germany, Italy and Japan.
Adolf Hitler, together with the Nazi Party, wanted Germany to rule Europe. To gain more land and power, on 1 September 1939 German troops invaded Poland. After Hitler
refused to stop the invasion, Britain and France declared war on Germany – World War II had begun.
During the course of the war, German forces advanced through Europe. By the summer of 1941 they had invaded France, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, Denmark,
Norway, Greece, Yugoslavia and the USSR.
The Coventry Blitz was on 14th November 1940. Factories in Coventry were bombed and the city's cathedral was destroyed.
Coventry was bombed at least 17 times. A total of 568 people died and over 1000 people were injured. More than 4,300 homes in Coventry were destroyed and around
two-thirds of the city's buildings were damaged.
Children in Coventry were evacuated to safer homes in the countryside.
More women from Coventry had to go to work as many men were fighting in the army. Women started to work in the factories.
Winston Churchill was the British Prime Minister. He help Britain to win the war. He ordered the RAF to bomb cities in Germany as revenge for the attack on Coventry.

Ancient Greeks
The Ancient Greeks invented the theatre because they loved watching plays, and most cities had a theatre.
The Ancient Greeks held many festivals in honour of their gods.
Most Ancient Greeks wore a chiton, which was a long T-shirt made from one large piece of cotton. The poor slaves, however, had to make do with a loincloth.
Events at the Greek’s Olympics included wrestling, boxing, long jump, javelin, discus and chariot racing.

Year 6
Ancient Maya
The Mayans were expert mathematicians and astronomers. They used this expertise to make calendars.

Although the Mayans had metal-working skills, metal ores were scarce. Mayans used stone tools to carve the limestone that they used for their buildings.
At the top of Mayan society was the king and royal family who were believed to be closely linked to the gods. An educated elite of scribes, priests and nobles formed the
ruling class. They occupied the finest buildings in the city.
Mayan religion was extremely bloodthirsty, demanding human sacrifices and blood-letting rituals. The Mayans believed in an afterlife and that those who were sacrificed,
as well as those killed in war and women who died in childbirth, went to ‘the place of misty sky’.
Mayan society was formed of a number of city states each with their own ruler.
Crime and punishment through time
A crime is something a person does that is against the law. Punishment is a penalty for doing something wrong.
Know that although a lot of crimes remain the same, due to changes in society and technology, crimes have changed over time.
Know that punishments throughout history have changed considerably over time and that crimes from the Roman times to the Tudor times were very brutal.
Know who Dick Turpin was - an infamous highwayman who was hanged during the Georgian era.
Know that Sir Robert Peel introduced the police force in the Victorian Era.

